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Dusty - You Don't Own Me (#p127940)
by lesleysuegorefan » Thu Aug 01, 2013 4:12 pm

Hi to everyone!

Yesterday I have heard to some of my first CD's of Dusty. On one called "Dusty Springfield - Most
Famous Hits" is You Don't Own Me (orig. by Lesley Gore) this version sounds different as the Version
on "A Girl Called Dusty". Especially at (ca.) 1:50. If anyone want the tracks, please contact me and I
will send it to you.

Best wishes 

Top

Re: Dusty - You Don't Own Me (#p127967)
by countrycake » Thu Aug 01, 2013 7:38 pm

There have been two different versions of 'You Don't Own Me' issued by Dusty's record company.

The version issued on the 1964 album 'A Girl Called Dusty' was never mixed to stereo, so that even
on stereo versions of the album this track was in mono. This mono version was also used when
AGCD made its first appearance on CD in the UK in 1990. This performance is the more polished of
the two versions.

An alternate take from the same sessions was discovered on the vaults in the 1990s and was mixed
to stereo in 1996. This version made its first appearance on the 1997 UK CD re-issue of AGCD. The
vocal on this version is much gutsier sounding.

Also in 1997, a further stereo version of the track was issued in the US by Taragon. This time the
vocal track from the original 1964 issue was matched up with the orchestral tracks from the 1997
issue to create a stereo version with Dusty's originally issued vocal. This appeared on the Taragon
CD with the cumbersome title 'Stay Awhile - I Only Want To Be With You/Dusty'. This CD does not
appear in Taragon's current catalogue, but new copies are available from US Amazon Marketplace
sellers at prices ranging from $39.00 to $129.99. At these prices this album is for completists only!
On UK Amazon the prices range from £29.95 to £89.00.
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Re: Dusty - You Don't Own Me (#p127977)
by Frans » Thu Aug 01, 2013 8:13 pm

Copies are much cheaper at Amazon Sint Oedenrode..... 
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Re: Dusty - You Don't Own Me (#p128026)
by lesleysuegorefan » Fri Aug 02, 2013 2:27 pm

Hey!! Thank you for you answers! Very interesting. I like the alternate mix more than the first
version. ...Hearing to Magic Garden in the moment! This song is really great!
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